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Chapter I

PURPOSE OF STUDY
During the past ten years there has been a growing
awareness and interest in the Mexican-American elaerly.

The

literature written on the Mexican-American elderly has
focused on the inadequacy or lack of social services being
provided to the Mexican-American elderly here in the United
States.

There are many areas of concern with respect to

this ethnic group.

For instance, it i _s questionable if the

health system is deliverin g

relevant services to the

Spanish- s peaking population , especially the Mexican-American
elderly.

Secondly, the orientation of the Mexican-American

~lderly to ~heir roles or functions within the family and
American society is also uncertain;

Finally, there is a

lack of awareness or participation of the Mexican- American

\

elderly in the political aspects of American society.
\\

For the purpose of this study, however, the researcher
wjll not dwell on these issues, but discover and document

a

body of knowledge which will reflect historical experiences

of 1the Anciano's.*

\

The focus will be on the life experiences

*For the purpose of this study this term will be used interchangeably with Mexican-American elderly, Chicano elderly,
and "las personas de edad." The researcher will use each of
these terms when appropriate.
The term "Chicano" ca1' ries a
negative connotation with the Mexican-American elderly because
it is interpreted to mean "a person of low status."
1

t

'

-

r).

\~/

9£ th,e Ancianoc in a socio-economic conte~~,,::lsuch as. employment experiences, insti-tutional experiences, and family experiences.

The oral approach, although n,ot a new method to

this group, will provide a reflection

•

of

the-Anciano's

feelings and viewpoints toward their histdrical past .
It is the contention of this study:·that a need
exists to document and research the life experiences of the

•

aging Chicano.

Histor~cal experiences, if:not shared and

,written; may be lost in the minds of the'Anciano.
-

valuable information could serve many purposes.

•

.:.-

This
For

instance,. the historical perspective•·of the Anciano could
be read by the younger generation of Chicanos and enlighten
them to the hardships of their grandparents' past eiperi-

(< -,\

ences.

Also, in terms of research~ there is a possibility

of developing hypotheses for further r~search projects and
a framework for delivering services to the Mexican-American

•

elderly.

Such ideas were expressed by Justino Balderrama in a

similar study, as follows:
A new set of perspectives which might be helpful
in more adequately describing.the nrealities 0 of
Mexicano/Chicano population which in turn may
contribute ney th·eories that would be appropriate
to a new age.
In terms of delivery of services, Marta Sotomayor,

•

in her paper, "The Role of the Aged in a Colonized Situation,"

1 Justino Balderrama,"The Oral Approach to the Study
of the Chicano Aged," (A Preliminary Report to the National
Chicano Social Planning, 1973), p. 6 .

•

3
_,r,...--....,

, ____

voiced the need to record historical experiences of the

;,, i

Mexican-American elderly when.she stated:
Planning for services for the Chicano aged .
offers an opportunity for the development of
programs that takes into account ethnicity,
culture, language, and a life experience of
oppression and material deprivation.2 (Author's emphasis)
Magdalena Miranda also stressed the value of a
historical perspective:
We must conduct research . . . and we must initiate
it soon if we are to have an historical perspective.
The. characteristics of the aged Spanish- speaking
of the future may or may not be very different
from those alive today, but we will not know unless we are more deliberate and conscious about
recording this history.3
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
In the past, assimilation theorists h~ve explained
the social adjustment of the European immigrant.

The ideal

. goal of the "melting pot" theory inco.rporates this fundamental concept of assimilation.

These same theorists have

attempted to apply their paradigms to the Mexican immigrants'
relationship with the American society.

2

'

Marta Sotomayor, "The Role of the Aged in a
Colonized Situation," (Institute on Aging, National Chicano
Social Planning Council, May 21, 22, 23, 1973), p. 14.
3 Magdalena Miranda, f!Latin American Culture and
American Society:
Contrast," (The National Conference on
the Spanish Speaking Elderly, 1975), p. 39.

4
Thus, the immigrant was compelied to reject his ethnic
background and adopt new patterns of values and behavioral
styles.

The dominant society considers it a

11

problem 11 when

the process of assimilation is slow or is met with resistance
by an ethnic group.
scientists (Madsen

Since the Mexican, according to social

& Heller),

was unable to adjus~ and conform

to the dominant values, he was considered a "problem."

The

clinging of the traditional folk culture by the MexicanAmerican has been cited as a cause for their not "making
it" in the American Society.
The present level and extent of assimilation of the
Mexican-American is highly diversified, varying in one
extreme from the traditional folk culture to

11

complete"

assimilation at the other extreme.
Joan W. Moore supported this by saying,
Mexicans include both the assimilated and the
unassimilated.
Full acceptance into American
Life is available for many.
In Los Angeles the
middle class, third generation young peop.le
intermarry with native anglos to a large degree.
On the other hand, there are still large Mexican
*enclaves, particularly inIBrtain counties in
Colorado, New Mexico, and Texas where ethnic
11 4
exclusiveness is almost complete .
The existence of such diversity makes it difficult
to generalize within the Mexican-American culture.
The scope of this research project has stated the
idea that the paradigms of assimilation and acculturation do

,1

'Joan W. Moore, Mexican Americans/ (New Jersey:
Prentice~Hall, Inc., 1976), p. 160.
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not' 'fu11y .' explai;n.

•

the -re1:ationships •, o:f, .the, Mexican~•AineTiCa~

:within th:ei_ dominant society.• '

Hope£ully,:

·· 1

th,e,. hiS'tor·ic:al
'

',

'.exp~ence.s ·~f.the, Mexiam~Am.er:ican.elderiy will-,pro.v:ide .'_

data: that ·.;wilJ:.:'eJCp:l~in their relati.onsh:ip with the domi.nant

T~e- study attempts to explore and: answer the foll.awing q.uesti-ons: ·
. .1.\.

What are·- the reasons for the Mexican~horn·

to immigrate.:
i

:- I

', ·_ to,the·-United States and what· .are the-~easons. for

the
Ame-rican.r-bonr.
Ancian.o ·to migrate
'
"
-

••

.

.

'•:

•' -

tO) Ga.l.:iforni-al
'

. ,,

,

~

.:

·1<?

' .•

>

. <2:.: \··What e££ect did the migration have on· the,·•family'r ,,
:,;,.

_.

'

•

•

❖

•

f

3-._ .. .'What -·cyp·e-s exp:erien:ces ·have ·the·Anc:iano;had: with

.1- -

etc.. ·4-.. . What. are., the Am:::iano ,. s feel'ings ·_ toward, ·their·

.1
i '

ecnnonri,c c.ondi.tion. of the pre.sent as·,, well ·

•

as- .the·.-- ' :

- past?· ''.
. -~

·.

5.:.. '1'o<w.hat· ertent;wi.1.1 this .study- be valuable, in-· future

•>. ,,

1-

.. plamiin.g for. s.oc:ial. programs , i.11·- the ·de live,ry:''

•

:~£ -

r

:Services· :to: the: Mexican:--Ame·rican .eid•erly?
TB13{JRETICAL -· FRAMEWORK
l:rr ·stu:dying. a ~ticular. ethnic" group: it is ..

.

·-ilJrp:erat:ive ·, to: d~e lop a·· :fram:ework ·th_at 'is, ap:p 1 icab 1 e· and. · ;

provides

·a ·de.£iµed

histm:~ic:al perspective: to the problem:. L
; i.

•'

. •:;::f'q:(;,·•.:~-

The

.three basic -ide.ologies that exist. in' American s:ociety'.,

\~~·;~:·i~~ \,M~i

,:-':·:~~~simiiati.~n', !;-~·:·aif~r ~l:~iiu:;i1~:,,.:;~~.f;\:·J~-:,·;:vil:,

tin~- Pot,
.

•

/

.
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Pluralism."
The theory of the "Melting Pot" in the American
society is the expectation by the dominant society for the
immigrants to be fully assimilated to the extent of losing
their cultural heritage.

Assimilation is the process of

two different cultural groups that come to share a common

culture, or a fusion of cultural heritage.

Cultural

plµralism is the alternative to assimilation by ethnic
groups in the United States.

It is the pres~rvation 0£ the

cultural heritage of the ethnic group within the American
Society.
To gain a clear perspective of an ethnic group's
relationship with the dominant society, it is necessary to
•

d,i .scuss these concepts thoroughly .

Early Adjustment of the Immigrant
Upon arrival into a new environment, the immigrant
must quickly adjust to the prevailing norms and values.

He

will go through a rapid process of social adjustments.
Previous studies of immigrants' adjustments have attempted
to e--xp-lain the stages or series of events that immigrants
e-x p'erience.

The renowned sociologist, Robert E. Park,

postulated four cycles in which he concluded "there is a
cycle of events which tends everywhere to repeat itself. 115

5Brewton Berry, Race Ethnic Relation, (Berkeley~
California: McCutchan Publishing Corporation, 1974), p. 129.

•

~- ..1,:;:

·-

ft::.: •. ·.

:: ;_:\.1: '~

7

'•!_.,.

.., .
:-v ·~-,; :·

Park's four stages were co.rrtact, competition, ··accommodation,
and assimilation ..
The fina,1 stages were referred to by Park

as •11 ir-

reversible and progressive. 116

•
•

E. W. Bogardus theorizes another series ·of stages
of race relationship which is particularly applicable
to the
,
immigrants of California. Curiosity and economics, the
first stages involved the initial acquaintance of the im- .
migrant to the host society.

Employers eagerly begin to

make use of the new supply of labor while the immigrants

•

see this~as an opportunity to improve themselves.

The

third and fourth stages are characteri~ed by strong
opposition to the immigrant by industrial and political
sectors.

Groups are formed and legislative·bills passed to

stop the invasion of the immigrants . .The fifth state,
·rair play tendencies, and sixth stage, quiescence, are the

•

cooling down process of the host society.

Friendship

develops and sympathetic groups begin to make.. attempts
to remedy past injustices done to the immigrants.

•

Finally,

the last stage is the one Bogardus calls the second-gener-

.

.

~tion difficulties.

This stage is characterized by the "fact

that they [immigrants] have lost touch with the culture of

••

their parents, and are not entirely accepted by the Americans,
with the results that they become a "lost generation," cultured

6 1bid~, p. 131 .

•

8
hybrids, uncertain and unsure." 7
The Mexican, Filipino, and Japanese immigrants'
process of social adjustments were primarily based on these
seven stages developed by Bogardus.
Both of thise frameworks demonstrate a partial understanding of the adjustment process of the immigrant, even
though both have been sternly criticized.

In his last two

stages Park's theory is questionable, stating that assimilation and amalgamation are the ultimate outcomes with little
or no

conflict.

Bogardus' theory also may not be

"universa:l to other immigrant groups and he does not claim
SO•

II

8

Melting Pot Theory
In adapting to a new environment, the i mmigrant has
no alternative but to adhere to and follow the standards
and norms of behavior set by the dominant group.

The less

conspicuous and the more similar he is to the dominant group,
the more this will enable him to successfully compete
socially and economically.

These ideas are what basically

qrns ti tu te the "Mel ting Pot" syndrome.
Historically, the ideal of the "melting pot" can be
traced as far back as 1782, when Jean Creveceur spoke of
his family's past and present generations melting into a

7 Ibid., p. 131.
8 rbid., pp. 134-135.

9

new race of men in America. 9 - But it was not until Israel

-

Zangwill's play, in 1908, which used the term "Melting Pot,"
that it became popular in America.

Since' then, the melting

pot concept has been used,by many authors interchangeably
with terms such as Americanization, Anglo-conformity, and
amalgamation.

Assimilation or acculturation is also

related to these terms, but it is used here as the process
in which the "melting" occurs.
Glazer and Moynihan viewed the·goal of the "melting
pot" in America as,
The notion that the intense unprecedented mixture
of ethnic and religious groups in American life
was born to blend into a homogenous end product.10
Kallen used the term "Americanization" as equivalent

C

to "melting pot."

He described it as,

To signify the adoption of the American variety
of English speech, American clothes, and manners,
the American attitude in politics .
It implies
the fusion of the various blood and a transmutation
by the 'miracle of assimilation' of Jews, Slavs,
Poles, Frenchmen . . . and so on into being similar
in background, tradition outlook, and spirit of the
descendants of the British colonists, the 'AngloSaxon' stock.11
Gordon placed a distinction between "melting pot"
and Anglo-conformity.

He saw the melting pot as a blending

9 Edward G. Epps, Cultural Pluralism, ~erkeley,
California: Mccutchan Publishing Corporation, 1974), p. 45.
10 Nathan Glazer and Daniel P. Moynihan, Beyond the
.
Melting Pot, (Massachusetts: M.I.T. and Harvard University,
1963), p. v.
11 Horace Kallen, "Democracy and the Melting Pot,"
Immigration an American Dilemma, ed. Benjamin Munn Ziegler
T}3oston:. D.C. Heath & Company, 195,3), 1?· 31.

10
of two cultures in "the same container, as it. were, and
forming a new cultural product with standard consistency.n 12
This would entail, according to Gordon, a complete biological
merger by miscegenation.

The second concept, Anglo-con-

formity theory, required the "complete renunciation of the
immigrants' ancestral culture in favor of the behavior and
.
1 7;
,
values of the Anglo-Saxon core group.".., Anglo-conformity
is what Gordon feels has been the "prevalent ideology in our
nation's history. 1114
In summary, the "melting poti• assumes two pervasive

ideologies in the American society.

First, a blending of

racial and cultural heritage of the minority group to the
dominant society.
gamation.

This is frequently referred to as amal-

This doctrine's basic foundation is that dif-

ferent cultural stocks will blend into a new culture, and
_that only tlie best qualities and attributes will be represented in the end product.
The second assumption within the realm of the
"melting pot" theory is the conformity to Anglo norms by
the newly arrived immigrant.

This American societal goal

requires the relinquishment of the ethnic group's cultural
values and heritage, and the acquisition of the dominant
society's values.

Furthermore, the dominant group maintains

12 M1. 1 ton M . Goraon,
'
A ss1m1
. . 1 ation
.
. . American Life,
in

(New .York:
\

;

Oxford University Press, 1964), p. 74.

13 Ibid., p. 89.

14 Ibid., p. 85.

11
a position of superiority, in terms of power ~fid numbers,
and the minority group is perceived as being culturally
and racially inferior.
Assimilation
Within the confinements of the "melting pot" theory,
the process of assimilation is the prerequisite viariab le
in attaining this goal.

Acculturation has frequently been

used by social scientists interchangeably with assimilation,
while others have defined acculturation and assimilation
differently.
Park and Burgess included acculturation 1n their
definition of assimilation by stating it as
a process of interpenetration and fusion in whi;h
persons and groups acquire memories, sentiments,
and attitudes of other persons or group s , and by
sharing their experience and histor y ar e incorporated wi~h them in a cultural lifi.15
Gordon takes a step further by developing a model
which explains the process of assimilation.

The main theme

of his model is "that assimilation is not a s1ngle social
process, but different subprocesses or dimensions. 1116

The

15 George E. Simpson, "Assimilation," International
Encyclopedia of the Social Science, ed. David L. Sells,
(America:
The McMillan Company and the Free Press), p. 438,
citing Robert E. Parks and Ernest W. Burgess, Introduction
to the Science of Sociolo gy, (University of Chicago Press,
2nd edition, 1929), p. 735.
16 william N. Newm·an, American Pluralism: A Study of
Minority Groups and Social Theory, (New York: Harper and
Row , 19 7 3) , p . 8 3 .
\

12
model of assimilation incorporates seven vari~bles which
are used to analyze the assimilation process in the attainment of the ultimate goal of society, the "melting pot."
The two most important variables that Gordon emphasizes are
a) cultural or behavioral assimilation, and b) structural
assimilation.

Cultural or behavior assimilation is the

process by means of which the new immigrant becomes acquainted
with tKe new life style (norms and values) of the host
society;

Gordon states that cultural assimilation is the

most likely form of assimilation that will occur first when
the immigrant arrives in a new environment.
assimilation, on the other hand, refers to

Structural
11

the entrance

of the immigrant into the social cliques, organizatjons, and
institutional activities of the receiving society: 117
Structural assimilation is what Gordon feels is the
~ey variable in his conceptual model of assimilation.

Once

the immigrant is fully assimilated structurally, all of the
six assimilation variables (cultural, marital, etc.) will
eventually follow without conflict.

Although Gordon's

framework provides in depth analysis of the process of
a·ss imi lat ion of the immigrant, there exist several shortcomings within it.

William Newman argues that Gordon's

theory on cultural assimilation is a linear process.

17 Milton M. Gordon, "Assimilation in America:
Theory and Reality," Minority in Responses, ed. Minako
Kurokawa (New York:
Random House, 1970), pp. 90-91.

-
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Furthermore, he claims there is no reversal in the process
to allow a minority group to choose the pluralistic or
assimilative direction depending on their social goals.
"Melting Pot:"

Myth or Real ity?

The "melting pot" and its relationship to the
immigrants, particularly the Chicano, is viewed here as a
myth with many shortcomings..

Al though it is not the scope

of this paper to disprove t h is ideology with each ethnic
group, there is a general agreement among social scientists
that the ' ~_!: ing pot"
does - not explain . the rej. ationship
-·-- ~.

and social adjustment of the· immigrant within the American
society.

For example, using his framework, Gordon claims

the major pitfall of the the,ory is the idea of marital --

•

assimilation or amalgamation .

This involves the inter-

mingling of racial stock bl ending into the ideal
"American."

Gordon furthe r emphasizes the shortcomings

of the "melting pot" by stat ing it as a "neglected aspect
of the model [melting pot] o f cultural intermixture is
whether all groups will make an equally influential

contribution to the boiling pot, .or whether there is to
be a proportionate influenc e depending upon its size, power,

and strategic location of the various groups . 1118
A

Paradigm:

Cultural Pluralism

The "melting pot" and the adherents of this ideology

18 Gordon, Assimilation in Ameiican Life, p. 124.

.

' '

--~~---· -·-~ ·~--~~- -~---,·

--- ..

,,_.

:
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··-.•

•
14,
'

are based on two goals't amalgamation and Anglo-con.fO,rmi ty .i"
These two. goals do not·, reflect tlie relationship of. the ,.
immigrant or minority group to the dominant society .. A
,·

minority· group may not necessarily share common social.•.
goals- and its goals may be different than those of the.,
dominant society.,, Thus an ·alternative 'framework· is needed
to . explain the historical and present, status .of a minority··
group,· particularly 'the• Chicano ..
· 1Culturar

pl~ral,ism~ a c.oncept first ·devel()ped, by·

Horace .Kallen, provi.des a partial understanding of the
"

/

'

'

·majority-minority reiationship in the United States •. "
· Kallen' s theme was_ bas.ed ·on the rejection of"· assimi:Iation
by__ ethnic, groups which--retain their identity.

_,..-•---:""';,<"-

•

,

·Also, Kallen_.

••

/

contended that .. "each_ of the niinori ty cul ture-s have· so,mething
;:it~:·

pos.i·tive,. something of value, to contribute ·to the American
, ' s.ociety. n, 19
Gordon further _explains that , the goal of. ·the
..

,

,,

·~

cultural pluralists· 11 is.· to maintain enough subsocietal··
;

,•

.

\

separation to·guarantee the continuance of the ethnic
.· cultural tradition and> t;he existence of the group; without
at,the:same time interfering with.the carryingouto£
. standard responsibilities to the general American civic

-life. uZff.

19

.
·
Newman, American Pluralism:
Groups and Social Theory, p. 69 •.

A Study ofMino:rity

"· _. ,_z_u(i~;do~/: A~simi.lation in:;).nfe:?i~iin:,{i{:fe:, 1ff isa::(·,

15

0

Glazer and Moynihan provide a theoretical perspective
on cultural plurality which Nevrman called a "Modified
Pluralism. 1121

Newman's analysis of Gla z er and Moynihan's

theory formulates a frame~ork that may be applicable to
the Chicano experienc e .

The framework 1.s pased on the

followin g formula:

The following example illustrates Newman's model:
A,B,C represents different groups which are the first
generation immigrant (A=Japanese from Japan, B=Blacks from
Africa, C=Mexicans from Mexico).

A1 ,B 1 ,c 1 represents

groups that are distinct from one another but also different
from A,B,C.

In other words, Japanese from Japan are dif-

ferent from the Japanese-American (A 1 ), Blacks from Africa
are different from Afro-American (B 1 ), and Mexicans from
Mexico are different from ih e Mexican-American (C 1 ).
In relationship to the Chicano, the framework takes
into account the differences that may exist between the
Mexican-born and the Mexican-American .

In seeking their

identity, the Chicanos do not see themselves as belonging
to Mexico, althou gh they acknowledge its cultural and
historical influence in their lives.

...

Neither do they con··

sider themselves to be totally aisimilated to the extent

21 Newman, American Pluralism:. A Study of Minority
Groups and Social Theory, p. 78 .

•
of· denying their cu1:tuJ:'ai:···va1.ues and heritage.

.The--- frame->

w.ork,aclm:owledgj_ng· cultural· identity a.Ls·o stipulates~,-the/·
pol.:iti.ca.l, interes.t by -·each
et.hni~ group....
. .
.

The .. ter.m n-chi~ano"

not only denotes a cultural identi.ty-,. but signifies a
.-

'

. poli;,tic.al moveme~t by 1:fI!s, minority. "to ·acquire its share

._the

In: co-riclusion,.

cnl.tural pl~ali~-~--.-theo:_~y has·

attempted -to provide•. a-. framework which. ·may explai~>ihe
-

,.

Chicano~ s .relationship .with the d~minant -.soci•ety. . ·

1t

.

.

The-· cdnc.ept:s of:' Hmelting pot-" as.-s:imil:a:ti on -_and
~·

-~ '< ""-,.:

·_.,··cu1..tural. pl.ural,ism: have'.: been presented· to gai~ · a· ·C,lear

•·

pers,pective o·f the s-o.cia:-1. processes and -r~lations-hips that a
. '
-~ .
minority.:. group .·exp-er±em:es. The "melting pot;~ goal·_::!1.a? been
~

•

'

<

~-

:mrted as being only an· iliusion or figment. of society's
C.

8 ._•

•

:

- ··::::

imagination.:'. Go.rdon's'.·imdeL illustrates- a .comprehens;:i.v-e

'<·

a.mtlysis on the pro~ess.es· of as5,iimila~on. t~pply"i~~ Gord~n 1

p~gm-

to· the __ Chica~-: elderly perhap.s:,; may explai.J;X_ the
• --

,

•.

t

•

-

~

'

9-e-gree to which the Chicano· elderly,.- ar.e assimilated.· . The
.... -researcher·,. however,,. does not totally. agree with Gordon~ s
.,

·•

~

•

t

amtlysis on the: degre-e:·.e£ as-s~l.ation. a'f: ,tp.e· Spa¥-:l:sh-:_.-

speaking population··..

Gm-don' s. analysis stat-es tp.a ~;:the.;(

Spamsh:-:s1~eakiI!,g popu.lati_on is either partially tir·~ mainly

. assim:ilated · irt, .six-· of --the severr_ ~ariab-le·s he. _presen·ts .,. ,· It.-

·s,
-I
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is only in the variable "Identification" that the Spanishspeaking . population has· not been assimilated.

Structural

assimilation requires a large scale entrance into -cliques,
clubs, and institutions of the host society on the primary
group level.

This is one of the variables in which the

Spanish-speaking populatio~ especially the Chicano elderly,
have not assimilated.

Based on the researcher's experience,

the Chicano elderly have been hesitant in participating
. ., ;+-k_
~ r;
in programs 1X5 which they are unfamiliar. ' oply recently
have programs been reaching this particular population by
being sensitive to their particular cultural needs.

The

pro.blems of language barriers· and cultural awareness are
areas where these progr:ams. are now beginning to focus their

•

attention .
Cultural pluralism mainta.ins that an ethnic group
will be able to participate in the socio-economic _system

- without losing their cultural heritage.

Epps supports this

notion,
Cultural pluralism involves the mutual exchange
of cultural content and respect for different
views of reality and conceptions of man.
Pluralism assumes that ethnic groups have the
right to preserve their cultural herita es and
also contribute to American ci vie life . .3

2

The framework that Newman presents may or may no:1:
_provide a total picture o'f the Chic_a no experience in the
Ameri.c an society.

' ,......

.,

It is an attempt, however, to explain

23
_. Epps, Cultural Pluralism, p. 177;
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for example, how Mexicans from .Mexico are different from
Mexican-Americans.

The framework, based on Glazer and

Moynihan study, states that "each ra J ial and religious
group assimilates into American satiety at different rates
and time.

But on the other hand, ethnic, racial, and

religious differences remain distinct, but also apsume
. l meaning.
.
,,24
new soc1a

The position taken in the study is that the Chicano
elderly have not

assimilated to the extent of losing their

cultural identity and value.

The Chicano elderly have

maintained their cultural heritage despite societal pressures
to conform.

Their presence within the Chicano community

has reinforced the cultural values which in turn have stimulated or influenced the younger generation of Chicanos toward
the trend of cultural pluralism.

24 Newman, American Pluralism:
of Group and Social Theory, p. 79.

A Study of Minority

Chapter II
METHODOLOGY
Historical Research
The nature and scope of this study is to tecord the
.historical experiences of the Mexican-American elderly.
The historical approach was thus the appropriate
research design for collection of data for this study.
The information obtained from the respondents was
taken at face value wlth secondary res9urces used as a
cross reference.

The secondary resources consisted of
25
•
recorded observations of others,
such as historical
literature of the Mexican-American .
"Participant-Observation" and ·open-ended interviews

were techniques used by the researcher in obtaining information from the informants.

"Participant-Observation" is

informal and unstructured in its nature, where the'bbserver
takes on, to some extent at least, the role of a member and
1126 However,
.
.
f unct10~1ng.
.
.
p~rticipant 1n
t h e group an d its

25 stephen Issac and William B. Michael, Handbook ln
Research and Evaluation, (San Diego:
Robert R. Knapp,
Publisher, 1974), p. 17.
26 c1aire Selltiz, and others, Research Method in
Social Relation, (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
1959), p. 207.
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'

>

.\ '

•+.

.

,

... op,en .ended ,int~:r,rtews were mainly used in

-<-·

The researcher's sty1e o:f·

_ asc~aining the find~gs.

· . fnter.viewing close·ly fo1lowed
two of Young':stechniques~..
.
'.
., of' fn:t·erviewirig. · Th~ ;;~indirect approa'ch,," as You~g-'~tate·s,
.

.

,

~

.

. involve·s.·; having unplann.ed. interview.s in a reiaxed·;;;,or
leis.ul"·ely-·. environment~ ·'such as in clubs o! organi:z"ati.011;s ..
~

~

'·

-

'i _.

A~so-'the ... -deveropment'

~ • J,

·•.

of ·a rapport-type··:-relaf')..onship w_i th

,'

-:.~

'

the,resp·9nde.nt was very im.poTtant and :helpful i:rr tte ,1.nitia1·· ---~tag.~~of

the'

.inte.rv:iew~;- HRappo:r-t'-'. is ,dev~i~ped,
•.

_ ·~ inte!est~ attentio.n,.,

'

~lt

~

•

•.

-

'(,/

'.

•

•

~Y:, me~-ting

J

-'~~-_on their. own\ gromids

•

l

admiration, by( j,dent,ification-~.- by

ob~~t,j.ori of. conven~ionalities, by 'J..is'tening·,_.

·., .·

by: .~-,s'howing .

..,.·

. . uZ7

\

' •J

. -.;! :. ,:

The -~esea~~her ini ti.ally as·s~ed ·-.
the.."rol:e·-of ~n' observer in the field ·~nd at, times.:p~rt:ic~---

-paied in the activities*

In assnmi~g th 7 ·role o:f the
t'

_. "observer-as~partic-ipan:t.,/' the rese~rcher dv~~ "careful:. no,t, --

, '.:'-:~to:

~t±vely~ ~e~'ome _ove:t:~nvolved, or. ~c~-

~s- 'a.., .complete-~-

' ,

t'

t_ .

:·,. :·~ici.pant .because of the possibility ·of los'i.!)-g qbj~·:tivity .. 28 .

1

t ·.

~. 21 Pa~l'ine
· . fNew York:

:··'

v_ .- Young, Intervie~i~g in "Social "Work;'·
McGraw"-Hill, Book Company; Inc., ·1935),, ._p ... 63.

~. .',• .. , .- .
''' z·sMa:-iln .'Pear;all.~ '"Par~icipant Obsei:.v.er, as a Role --and
t~•:•i~:~J.;~i:J:~~~~:i~'-N~JJJ;W~ ,in ,.l!-e-havioral. ,Research, n Quali'tative .. MethodologyJ. ,., . ·'.'·.. ~'..';'
<·~""' --:~-,.-,.._.,,,:_,•(tfilcago;, · Rand-·McNaI-ly C'ollege Publi-shing_ Company,·,•'1979) .. ;_
[r

is:.

•

•

.

.

.

.

-
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In the role of "observer-as-participant," the
researcher was able to identify the respondents for this
study.

Twelve Ancianos were selected from four nutrition

programs in the east side of San Jose.

The criteria used

by the researcher in selecting the respondents were:
1.

Sixty years or older.

2.

Mexican immigrant who came to the United States

during the 1920's.
3.

American born Anciano who migrated to

California.
~-

Willing to recall and relate personal

historical experiences.
Rationale for Method
The researcher felt "participant observation" was
.the most appropriate method to collect the data for various
reasons.

First of all, the researcher decided that open

ended interviewing along with direct observation would be
a more effective means to obtain personal data from the
respondents.

The researcher's reluctance to rely on the

conceptual framework and methodology of previous studies
on the Mexican-American was also a deciding factor in
choosing the "participant observation" techniques.

Lastly,

the make up of the group itself was a justification for
this particular methodology because of the age differences
that existed between researcher and informants.

The

quality and quantity of information acquired was possible
due to the researcher's development of a rapport with the

22
Ancianos, both male and female, involved in the nutrition
programs.
Tools and Techniques
No formal or structured questionnaires were used
in collecting the data.

The researcher found that achieving
,
an interpersonal level with the Anciano was very productive
in the interview process.

In order to receive the quality

'~swell as quantity of responses from the Chicano elderly,
the interviewer must pass from the formal level of hablando
(speaking to) and conversando (conversing) to the personal
level pl~ticando (transacting) : 129
Most of the informants knew of the purpose of the
inquiry and (were)very cooperative in revealing the needed
information.
'

,

The researcher was careful to explain to the

~nforman~ ih~t all information regardfng their personal
lives or history would remain in strict confidentiality.
Their real names were not to be used in the study to insure
this privacy.

At times, leading questions were needed when

the informant went astray from the topic or when it was
n_e cessary to clarify and develop certain points of the
discussion.
During the course of an informal interview, notes

29 Fernando Manuel Torres-Gil, 11 Political Behavior:
A Study of Political Attitudes and Political Participation
Among Older Mexican-Americans, n (Unpublished PhD disser- .
tation, Brandeis University, Waltham, Massachusetts, 1976),
p. 110.
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were taken if possible, depending on the setting, while
those interviews that occurred in the field were not recorded
by note taking in the presence of the individual.

In inter-

views conducted in the hom~of the respondents, note taking
and/or tape recording were used.

A

tape recorder was very

"'

helpful and convenient in recording all the iriformation
provided by the informant, which otherwise could have been
missed by simple note taking.

The tape recorder was used,

depending on the informant's feelings toward.having the
discussion taped.

The tape recordings were voluntary on

the part of the informants and the idea was very clearly
stated from the beginning that all information on the tape
would be held in confidence.

•

When the conversation would arise regarding their
past experiences while in the field, the author would attempt
to document the experience5 verbatim at the end of the day.
The use of Murdock's Outline for Cultural Materi a ls 30 enibled
.;f,·

the author- a method to systematize and organize information
acquired while in the field.

The majority of the informal interviews were conducted in Spanish, although most bf the informants were

bilinguals who preferred to speak in their native language
because of their being more comfortable with the Spanish

30 George P. Murdock and others, Outline of Cultural
Materials, (New Haven: Human Relations Area Files, Inc.,
1971).
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l angua ge than English.

The author was not f ully flu e nt in

the Sp a ni sh la nguage , but had no dif ficulty in the interview
process to commun ica te key concepts and ideas o f the s t udy
to the respondents , and wh en the occasion did arise , the
info rmants were v ery patient i11 at temptin g to und er stand
the content of the> conve rsa tion,
Taping th e interviews was a grea t asset to the rese a rcher, especia lly tho se done in Spa nish .

Th e author could

not possibl y h ave wr itt en do wn everyt h ing that an inf ormant
said in Spanish because not all of th e An ci a no s spo ke with th e
same Spariish accent.

Those Ancia no s fr om Mexico had a hi gh

d eg re e of stress on their Spanish words and talk ed at an
e xtreme ly fast pace, whil e the Anc iano s bor n iri the •united
'
St ates spoke in a Spanish dialect that was easier
t o unde r -

stand beca1-.,1se they spoke more s lowly w"ith a g ood degree of
fluency.
Since the purpose of t he s tud y is to record and
document hi stor ical accounts of the Mexican-American elderly,
the techniq ues given by two ora l his t orians were ex tremely
helpfu l.

Swain, for instanc e, pro posed t he need for

stressing importan t point s d uring an in terv iew.

He states

th a t an interview is particula r ly usefu l in ge tting at
11

emphasis" and " atmosphere. "

Emphasis is defined as an

11

indication of the relative imp ortance a ss i gnecl to the

25
issues by the particip an ts the msel ve s . 1131

Atmos phere is

the "social, political~ e conomi c, and pe rs ona lity interrelationship that explains 11hy certain is sues were important
3?
and. others were not. 11 ~ The 11 atmosphere 11 of an in te ·nr i cw
is applicable to this study because of the f0cus on the
socio-economic experiences of the ilexic a n- Amer icah eld e rly.
Benson, in his article

11

Ref l e ction in Oral History,"

listed four points of techniques that an o ra l historian
should follow .
In particul ar , t wo of these techni1ues wer e used
by the researcher in thi s study .

the oral historian

must be familiar with extant primary and secondary source
so as to be able to see rel ev an t historical relationships
and defined historicaJ probl ems.

Secondly, the hist orian

should be armed with a tape recorder. 33
Analysis of the Data
Interviews on tape were transcribe d and the in f ormation was cat egorized under the Outline fo r Cultural
Materials .

Ba s ed on the findin gs, the follo wing four

fictors were developed and analyzed:

31

Donald Swain, 11 Problems for Practitioner of Oral
Historian/' Ame!ican Archives, 28, January 1965, p . 68.
32 Ibid.
33 saul Benson, "Reflection in Oral History, 11
American Archivists, 28, January 1965, p. 64.
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l.

Immigration and migration of the Anciano

2.

Economic experierices

3;_

Ins ti tu tional experiences

4.

Family relationships

Chapter III
FINDINGS
The respondents for this study were twelve MexicanAmerican elder ly from four Senior Citizens Nutrition Programs
in the East Si de of San Jose.

Five of the respondents were

from the northe rn and central part of Mexico.

The remaining

seven responden ts were born in the United States.

However,

none of the re s pondents were born in California.
Based on the findings, four categories were
developed:

1) ~mmigration and migration, 2) economic

experiences, 3 ) institutional experiences, and 4) family.
The i~~igration and migration category will focus on the
reasons for the Mexican-born immigrating to the United
States and the American-born Chicano migrating to California.
Three case histories of the Mexican-American elderly will
provide their ec onomic experiences in the United States.
Institutional e xperiences will primarily discuss the Ancianos'
past and presen t experiences and feelings toward the church,
and briefly to uc h on their experi ences with other institutions.
The fourth category will cover the Ancianos' present attitudes
toward the family.
Immigration an d Migration
There are many factors that influence individuals
27

28
and entire fa milies to l eave their original homeland.

One

explanation for immigration and migration to a new and
differen t environment may be explained by the "push" and
11

pul l 1 1 phenome non.

The

11

p ush 11 factor is the decision of an

in di vidual to leave his homeland because of undesirable
living conditions and the existing economic ha r dships.
The "pull 11 factor is the attracting conditions of economic
affluence that will lure an individual to the new environment.
The respondents born in Mexico pr ovi ded a vari e ty
of expl~1ations as to why t hey immigrated to the Uni ted
States,

In particular, two re spond ent s immigrated from

Mexico during and after th e Revolutionary period irl that
count r y.

It was estimate d that 425,000 Mexi cans migrated

t o th e Un 1. t e ci St- a t e s d u r 1. n g tl1 e p er J.. o'c.l o f__ 1· 9]. 0 t-o

-J. 924

~

. .)

Ll

r

The causes of mi grat ion c an b e exrla i ned by the turbulence
of livin g conditions in Mex ico during t hat period.

By

1910 Me x ico was experiencing ex tr eme economic har dship and

revolutiona ry disturbanc es.

The inequalities in land owner-

ship and low wages provided additio n al impetus f or migration .
.The Mexican revolution, its el f, was also seen as a c a use
for the Mexican to move to a more secure and stable environment.
01rrespondent, Mr.

H., vividly rem embers the

3 4 Le o G-r e b 1 e r , '1,1e x i. c a 11, .I mm J_. g·r a.· .L.. i. o 11- To Th e Un 1. t e d,.
States: The Record a11d I ts I mplicat ions, (_U ni versity o f
California, Los Angeles: Mexica n- American Study Project,
1966), p. 106.
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situation which occurred at the time of the M-e"1Cican
Revolution and why he -chose to leave (push) Mexico.
I was sixteen years old when I

•
•
•

first crossed
the border to El Paso. I am originally from
the State of Chihuahua where I was raised on a
large ranch. My parents did not own the ranch
but worked for an Espanol named Castillo. I
remember his- name because he was always fighting
with my father and complaining about his work.
When I was fourteen years old the revolution,had
brought about many deaths and uncertainties. My
father, older brother, and I were forced to join
the Villistas. This was the beginning of my
family's separation. My father and brother died
in ~he battle of Chihuahua. Upon hearing of my
father's and brother 1 s deaths, I decided to leave
Mexico as I did not want to be further involved
in the deaths of many innocent people. During
the night, I left the Villistas in Chihuahua
in s~arch of my mother and younger brother.·
Upon finding them I told them the-sad news and
tried to convince my mother to go with me to
the United States. She said she was too old and
did not want to leave her home so she encourag~d
me to go without her. Reluctant to go without
her, I decided to leave, promisi~g to come back
when the war was over.
The "pull" factor was also very influential in the

•

wave of migration from Mexico to the United States.

There

was a shortage of domestic labor in America due to WW I
and this created a good reason for agricultural growers

•

and.industrial businesses to solicit cheap labor from
Mexico. 35 Mr. D., 76 years old, horn in Chihuahua, shared
his experience as to why he left Mexico.

•

I came to the United States when I was 17 years
old. My father advised me to leave Mexico and
not get involved with political matters. He
said his brother was in El Paso working for the

35 Ibid .

•
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railroads and there were many other jobs with high
wages available.
I did not want to leave but I
could not live in such a place of pobreza (poverty).
I had heard from friends how easy it was to cross
the border and find a job. This new information
convinced me to leave Mexico. Once reaching El
Paso, I was recruited by a contractor to work in
the ranches picking cotton for 75¢ a day.
'

Mr.H. eventually moved to California in the early
r

1960's because of the job opportunities that were available
in the fields a~d canneries.

•

Mr. D. moved to California

four years ago when he married his second wife.
The "push 11 and !lpull 11 factors also apply to

•

internal migration.
1

This was particularly the case for

three of the respondents from New Mexico.

These three

respondents represent a large number of Spanish-speaking
•
people migrating from the rural areas of New Mexico to an
urban setting after WW II.

WW II brought about an increase

in agricultural work and created more industrial work in

•

the city.

Also, there was a decline of mining in New

Mexico, leaving many Hispanos without jobs. 36

Mr. C.

indicated that he moved to California to improve his living
)

•

conditions.

He lived in a small rural tciwn of 50 people

while working in the mines and on ranches.

He recalled

some of his experiences working on ranches that led him to

ti

move to California.
11

When there was no work in the mines I would work

36 Gabino Rendon, Prediction of Adjustment Outcomes
of Rural -Migrants to the City, (San Francisco: Rand E
Research Associates, 1976), p. 10.
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on a ranch raising sheep crnd cattle.

. .
The j_efe (foreman) of

the ranches were Americanos that never paid me fair wages.
Many times, if they were not happy with the work they would
not pay me at al l.

11

Mr. C. preferred working for the mines because
the wages were higher, even though it was more physically
demandin g and longer hours.

Mr . C. decided to move to

Calif orn ia, where h is sister was livin g, when the mining
jobs became scarce.
The Ancianos who were born in Texas came to
California for different reasons than the Ancianos from
New Mexico.

The Ancianos from Texas came to California

becaus e they wanted to b e near th ei r sons and daug~ters
and relatives who had moved to California ea rlier.

One of

the respondents from Tex as explairred jn his own langua ge
why he came to California.
Yo y mi esposa tenemos quince anos viviendo en
California. Somos de San Antonio, Texas adonde
trabajo en construccion. Yo est a ba ganando
buen dinero y la rent a y comida no estaba tan
c ar a como aq ui. Ven imos. para Cal j f or n ia por
que todo mis hijos vivian aqui. Pues casi
cada ano viajabamos para visitar los h i jos.
Al fin decidimos quedarnos en California
cuando mi hija se puso mala.
Two of the Ancianas from Texas had similar reasons
for coming to California .

Mrs . E., a 64 year old Anciana,

has been a resident of San Jose since 1957.

She e xplained

why she came to California.
Yo vine para San Jose cuando mi e spo s o se
Murio. Unos de mis hijas estaba en San Jose
y ella me mando dinero para el v iaje si yo
quisiera vivir en California. Al princ i pio

•
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no quise venir, pero tenia mucho tristeza sin
mi viejo.
1

•

lI

Mrs. G., one of the oldest respondents, who was
86 years old, recently moved to ·san Jose with her daughter.

•

Although she is unhappy with her new environment because
of unfamiliar surroundings, she chose to be here with her
daughter rather than to stay in Austin, Texas, as she

•

explains,
Vine a California con mi hija, El doctor le
ordeno que se moviera a un lugar adonde el
climaes mas caliente. Tenemos sobrinos que
viven aqui yen Los Angeles vive m1 quinta
generacion. No me gusta much aqui, y quiero
regresar cuando mi hija se alivie. Nunca he
salido di Texas y me parece muy extranj·ero
aqui.

•

The Texano (Texas born) respondents in this study

'8

are primarily older and more recently arrived in California
than the New Mexicans.

The Texano reasons for moving to

California were based on being closer to their families .

•

The New Mexican respondents on the other hand, came to
CJlifornia ten to fifteen years prior to the Texano because
of economic reasons.

•

The researcher also knew several

other Chicano elderly from Texas who came to California
for the same reasons and similar circumstances as the 'New
\

•

\

Mexicans.

However, cautionary measures must be taken in

f

'
over~generalizing
about other Chicano elderly in San Jose.

Economic Experiences

l

Three life histories of the Mexican-Amerfcan
elderly are provided-here to illustrate their experiences

•

--:::-&1-----,,_____,.......__~-iiilCD

•

••
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and feelings toward their past economic situation.

Mr. R . .,

Mexican-born who immigrated in 1909, discussed his personal
experiences w:i.t:h the railroads and his feelings_toward
his social and economic status during the. 1940's.

•

Mr. C.,

a 64 year old Anciano from the rural towns of New Mexico,
described an hlstorica\ event that occurred in New Mexico
during the 1930's~

•

Finally, Mrs. G., a recent arrival to

San Jose from Texas, shared her past life exper'iences
dealing with working and living conditions.
Mr. R.was 78 years old and originally from Chihuahua~

•

He moved to El Paso in 1909 with his parents.

Once in El

Paso, the f~mily worked as laborers in the ranches.

He

remarked on his economic experiences in El Paso:
We came to the United States like many other
Mexicanos, in search of better jobs. In El
Paso it did not t~ke my father long to_get a job
that paid about four times more than he received
in Mexico. My ·dad was very happy and considered
himself lucky to get such a high-paying job. In
Mexico there was so much pobreza (poverty) that
often children were begging in the streets. In
the United States the pobreza was not as great
because there was plenty of work for the
Mexicano in the fields and for the railroads •

•

•

Mr. R- stayed in El P~so until 1923, when he decided
to move to Denver, Colorado.

first wife and raised 13 children.

•

j obs a year.

•

-

He often worked at two,-

During the summer months he worked in the

ranches as a laborer,

•

In Denver he married his

while in the winter he was· employed·-,

by Southern Pacific Railroads.

The job in the railroad

yard consist~d of unloading·boxes and crates-of merchandise.
While working for the railroad, Mr. R. earned $2.50 a day,

-~

•
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an increase of 75¢ more than he was earning at ranches in
1

•

El Paso.

I

Mr. R. worked on and dff for 15 fears with the

railroads without substantial increase in salary or
promotion~- Mr. R. expressed his. feelings to the researcher

•

regarding his situation at that time:
I labored for 15 years in the railroad yard
receiving little appreciation. All the patrones
(bosses) were gabachos (Anglos). They treated
us good as long as we did our work and did what
we were told. But if we complained to them they
would fire us. Many times I was passed up for
promotion to be foreman. Instead they would
promote the gabachos who were hired at the
same-time I was. I would ask why, and they
would say I was too slow and d"id not know how
to do the job,well. This made me very mad
because I had worked at the same job for 15
years.

•
•

After leaving Mexico, Mr. R·. saw improvement in
his economic situation.

However, after living in the

United States for twenty years he became aware that his
economic status remained at a constant level with little

•

improvement.

To improve his economic situation, Mr. R.

wr1.1ld work on the ranches during the summer months.

He

I

made more money every day on the ranches and the fields

•

because the whole family could work together ten or twelve
hours daily.
I

•

I

Mr. R. did not view himself as being poor

because he was always gainfully employed.
R. was based on being unemployed.

Poverty to Mr.

He felt there was no

excuse for anyone who did nqt work because there were
/

•

•

.plenty of jobs available in Denver during the 1940

1

k.

Here he compares the past economic condit1ons with the
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I n tho s e ye a r s (19 4 0 1 s J th e re ,v as no v e r g1..re n z a
(sh ame) because there were e nough jobs for e v er y one.
If you could not find a job in the city
ther e was always a job in the ranches and the
fields.
No,vadays, there are s o many peoph.,
withou t jo bs hecause ther e is no lon g er the
lar ge number of fie l ds to 1vork in. J11y sons
are making more money than I did 30 years ago ,
but mos t of th e money goes to buying a house
and food, which is ve r y expensive . In De nver ,
I us ed to pay fi v e dollar s a month for r e nt and
bought enough food to last my family for three
d ays.
Mr. R. did not feel that he was poor b ecause he was never
un emp lo yed, but his living conditions were less than he
desired.

Here he relates his si tu ation :

I bou ght a t wo-b e droom hous e that was l ocated in
the ~arrio of Denver. This was the only place I
could afford to live. There wer e ·few convenienc e s
in th e home like tl1ere is t od a y. The b a throom and
water faci lit ie s we re loc ate d out s id e . I did not
stav, in th e Barrio verv, long becau se it remindid
me o f the p ob r e z ;1- t h at I 1 e ft in Me x i c o . A11 the
Mexican o s con1ii1 g trom Mex ic o mov e d to the same
Barrio where I lived. Ma ny of them h a d no j ob s
and wer e very poor. This is one 6£ the reasons
why I left Denver to mov e to Washington.
.

Mr. R. took t wo of his older sons to Was h ing to n
to seek employmen t.

Upo n finding wo rk in the fields as a

fruit-picker, he sent for his wif e and e l e ven children .
Mr . R . stayed in Washington for 30 years, raising his
family.

During the 11inter h e work ed in cons t ructio n, wh il e

in the summer h e worked in the fields because, as he puts
it:
I mad e as mu ch as $200 a day picking app l es in
the field.
This was possible because my wife
and 1 3 children helped me pick.
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Mr. R.'s reason for moving from one state to another
was to improve his social and economic conditions.

In•

Washington, Mr. R. felt he could provide for his daughters

•

and sons the education that he never received.

He proudly

boasts of his children's achievements in school, th~i~-employment, and economic status:

•

I have a family of thirteen children, seven
daughters and six sons. They all finished
high school and four of them finished college.
When they were young, my wife and I would never
let them miss school. When school was out for
the summer I would quit my job in the construction
company to take my sons and daughters to work
with me in t~e fields. My oldest daughter is
a very intelligent woman. She is presently·
working as a sbcial worker in Washington.
Mr. C., a 64 year old Anciano, was born in New
Mexico, but he has ?een residing in San Jose since WW II.
Mr. C. prefers to be called Spanish-American rather than
Mexican-American, or Chicano.

•

His last name is not a

Spanish surname, but that of French descent.

He can trace

his ancestry back to his great, great grandfather, who
immigrated to the United States from France.

•

He explained

that his great,. great grandfather married a Mexican in New
Mexico and b·ougfrt t'ltonsa:nd·s- of acres of lana.

Tlirough the

years, Mr. C. claimed the land was either sold out of

•

necessit)T or lostbecause of taxes imposed by city;or state
officials.

His ethnic identity ~nd his explanation for the

loss of _his:_greai,. ~ great grandfather's. laJ!_c{ ref1-ects the·
attitudes and conditions that existed in New Meiico.

For
.

instance, ··as Carey McWilliams noted. in his book, North of.

•
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Mexico,

Spanish-speaking persons from New Mexico classified

themselves as Spanish-Americans.
purposes for this identity:

McWilliams stated three.

"It lifts from the New Mexican

the opprobrium of being a Mexica.n; it makes him a member
of the 'white race,' and expresses his American 'citizen-

.

S h lp.

,1137
Mr. C. does not deny his Mexican heritage, but quite

often would prefer to talk of his French ancestral background.
It also was indicated to the researcher that he did not
fully understand the meaning or the reasons for using the
contemporary term "Chicano."
Mr. C. frequently referred to his past economic
experiences in New Mexico.

In New Mexico Mr. C. primarily

worked in the copper mines from sunup to sundown, earning
three to four dollars a day.

He recalled a significant

event which occurred when he was working in the mines near
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
I remember after the Depression (1930's) the
strike that occurred in Gallup.
I was working
thirty miles south of Gallup when the Mexicanos
decided to strike. Wo rkers from Gallup came to
our camp to encourage us to join forces with
them. _ The majority of the workers were
Mexicanos wh o supported their compadres and
left the c a mp with their families to join others
in Gallup.
I did not go with them because my
wife was expecting a baby.
I was sorry that I
could not join them but I respected the strike
by not working in the mines. · I went to work
in the ranches instead and made enough money
to feed my family.
The strike ended in four
months but did not accomplish anything.
The

37 carey McWilliams, North From Mexico,
Greenwood Press, Publishers, 19 71), p. 43.

(New York:
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Me x icanos that worked with me in th e mines were
sent back to Mexic o . Fortun a t e ly for me, b e in g
a Gii e ro
(light complect e d) and n o t h a ving a
Mexi c aii s urname saved me f rom exper ie ncing the
same fate that my friends did when they supported
the strike.
Mr. C. ' s account of the strik e in Gallup accurately
corresponds to the event that McWilliams pr es ent s in his
book, Nor t h Fr om Mexico .

Th e strike oc c u r red i n the mid-

thirties 1n Gallup, New Mexico, involvin g many of the workers
who were from Chihuahua, Me xico.

According to McWilliams,

the strike last e d six m:oiths, e nding in violence and riots.
J e sus Pallares, a Mexi~an immi grant, was one of th e leaders
who or ganized the ~ig a Obrera de Hahl ~ Es p a~ o la .

The st r i ke

was not e ntirely succ e s s ful and many o f th e Mexi caqo s who
supported it, including Jesu s Pa l lar es , were eve n tually
"arrested a nd deported to Mexico . 1138
Mr. C. 's experience wi th the Gallup strike and its
consequences influenced his attitude

t □ 1 if ard

involvement

with activities that might jeopardize h i s job and family.
As he stated, "Since th e Gallup strike, I have minded my own
business .

My family has alw a ys come first and I n e ver wanted

to risk my job by joining unions."

Jv1r. C. also worked on

the railroads for a short period of tjme near Santa Fe.
When the researcher made inquiries regarding Mr. C. 's
position and relationships with his employer and employees

38 Ibid., p.

195.
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in the railroads, he replied:
Many of my patroncs were gringos, and a t times they
would seek a pe rson who would be able to talk
English and Spani sh. Many times I was elected
as a . translator because they saw me talking jn
Spanish with my friends.
I made a lot of enemies
bec a use the patrones would order me to give orders
to my fellow workers as to what th ey were assigned
to do on the job.
I soon became an outsider with my
friends because of being identified with the
patrones. The patrone~ of the railroads treated
me fairly, but my friends who were darker complected
and did not speak English were treated badly.
I
remember seeing one of the patrones kicking a
Mexicano in the back for not doing what he was
told. This R£.iE_go would always threat en the
Mexicanos by saying, if they did not do wh at
lhey were told, he would tell the Immigration
authorities to send them back to Mexico. All
the Mexicanos, includ ing the ones born in New
Mexico, had fears of being sent back to Mexico.
I did not like being in this position and decidBd
to quit and \.vork on the ranches.
In the mid-forties, Mr . C. moved to Califor~ia
because he was not happ y with his economic condition.

The

mining jobs of New Mexico were not as ~bundant as before,
and the jobs on th e ranch es did not pay ad equately to support
his family of nine.

Thus~ Mr . C. and . hi s wife decided to

move to California where his sister lived.

In Ca lifornia

he primaril y worked on the r anches and in the fields picking
fruit.

The researcher asked him if his l ifestyle changed

when he moved to California and he responded:
In New Mexico my wife and I were always concerned
about hmv long the jobs in the mines wou ld last .
When I was laid off from the mines, I would have
to work in the ranches making very little money.
There were days when the meals were only frijoles
and tortillas. When we moved to San Jose, I did
not have problems finding a job in the fields.
My 1vife did not worry very much because I had
enough money to buy food for the family. The
meals were a little better because we now had
frijol es, tortillas, and Eapas.
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Southeast of New Mexico lies the second largest
state, Texas, in which over a million and a half Chicanos
live.

Since the turn of the 19th century, Texas has been

known for its cotton and cattle industries.

There was a

need for cheap labor to pick the cotton, and one great
resource was the Mexican immigrant.

One of the oldest

respondents in this study spent 30 of her 84 years working
on a cotton plantation near Austin, Texas.
Mr. G. is from Mexico but has lived 80 of her 84
years in Texas.
four children.

She first married at the age of 16 and had
After ten years of marriage, Mr. G. 's

husband died leaving her to support the family with no
source of income.
picking cotton.

Mrs. G. continued working in the fields
Mrs. G. described her life after her husband

died.
We lived on a big ranch owned by an Americana.
We were one of four families who we re responsible
for cultivating cotton on 200 acres of land. My
husband and I would work twelve hours a day
sembrando algodon (planting cotton).
One night
after we arrived home from the fields my husband
became very ill. He did not complain very much
because he was a proud man. My husband died three
days later leaving behind four children and 20
acres of cotton to pick. Many of my husband's
relatives and friends came to help me pick the
remaining acres of cotton.
Mr. G. remained working at the same ranch for twenty
years.

The ranch owner provided her with a parcel of land

from his ranch that she and her family could live on.

Her

relationship with the owner of the ranch was, according to
her, a "good one."

Mrs. G. discusses this below:

•

•
•
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The Americana treated me and my four daughters
fairly. After my husband died, he allowed me
to stay and work for him. The crops I planted
and picked were divided in half between me and
the Americano. Every month he would visit me
and we would discuss the-amount of cotton that
would be picked. He trusted me because he
never questioned the amount of cotton I gave
him. The Mexicanos that worked for him were
also treated fairly. Because of this, the
Mexicanos never complained- of the wages that
they received for their work."
Mrs~ G. was happy with her relationship with-the
ranch owner.

She thought highly of the Americano because

he not only treated her fairly with the cotton she harvested,
-

•

-

but he was able to communicate with her in Spanish.

Mrs. G.

did not remarry until her four daughters left home.

She

then moved to Austin, Texas, with her second husband, where

•

she worked in chili factories and laundromats.

There were

no significant experiences working in the factories that she
could recall~ Al~hough her jobs did not pay her very much,
she had few complaints, as she stated:

•

I have worked hard all my
and ranches~ The money I
much but it was enough to
buy food for the family.
jobs because the patrones
me good.

life in the factories
earned was not ~ery
pay for the rent and
I was happy with the
have always treated

Mrs. G. related to the researcher that being poor

•

was a "fate of God."

However, in another interview with

her, she commented that her life could have been better
economically if her two husbands had not died.

•

•
l

She also

saw the need for an education to obtain a_good job.
G. commented:
My father sent me to Mexico so I ·could learn to

Mrs .
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read and write.
I stayed th ere only two years
because my fat her could no lon_ger afford keeping
me in school. When I came back to th e United
States l help ed my father in the ranches because
he was not ear ning enough money to support the
family. My father want ed me to have a goocl
educ ati on so I would not have to work all my
life in the fields.
School was not as important
fifty years ago as it is today. On e of my grandsons graduated from college and now he has a good
paying job working for the state.
Mrs. G. never learned to speak English and understands it very little.

She accounted for this:

It was not necessary for me to lea-rn English
because all my jobs had bosses who understood
and spoke Spanish. Also, the majority of the
people I worked with were from Mexico. Most
of the bosse s I worked for were either French
or Italian.
Mrs. G. ' s second husband died fifteen years after
they were married.

She continued to work in the factories

until she was 65 years old.
Institutional Experiences
The church played an influential role in the lives
of Chicano elderly.

Their experiences and attitudes toward

the church were the most common discussion with the researcher.
The Chicano elderly interacted very little with other major
institutions.

The focus of the institutiona l experiences

wi11 primarily be on the Chicano elderly ' s

attitudes to,vard

the church.
The Ancianos int e rviewed in this study were mainly
affiliated with the Catholic church.

Unfortunately, the

researcher did not have the opportunity nor time to interview J\nciono s c1ffiliatccl with other rc1igions.

Anc:ianos
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observed in the four nutrition programs were not exclusively
Catholic, but many belonged to Protestant and Jehova Witnesses
churches.
Historically, the Chicano have been primarily
identified with the Roman Catholic Church and it is estimated
that 90% of the Chicanos presently belong to the Catholic
Church, but many are only nominal Catholics. 39
In this study, the married Ancianos and the Anciano
widows attended church more often than the widowers.

The

female Mexican-American elderly was obs-erved as being more
religiously conscious than the male.

The females openly

expressed their feelings toward the church.
year old

Mrs. B., a 69

native of Jalisco, Mexico, expressed her past

experience with the Catholic Church;
I was raised as a Catholic in Mexico. My mother
and father would take me to the Catholic Church
in Jalisco every Sunday. The church was always
full of loyal worshippers.
In Mexico everyone
was expected to be Catholic.
It is different
here (United States). There are many other
religions that a person could choose. When I
first came to the United States, I think it
was in 1945, I was surprised that not very many
Mexicanos attended church every Sunday.
In
Mexico the priest expected everyone to attend
church a nd- confess e-ve-ry Sunday, and only if
you were sick we re you excused.
But here not
all of the Mexicanos pay attention to the
priest and do not feel guilty if they miss
church.
To me this is bad because they are
losing their faith in God.
0

In the past fifteen years local Catholic churches

39

Moore, Mexican Americans,

p.

87.
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in the Spanish-speaki~g communities have been changing

•

their rigid doctrine of Roman Catholicism to a more liberal
viewpoint.

The changes have been centered around the

Catholic Church involvement in political and community

•

issues.

The social action and support by the-Catholic

Church have been more evident in the agricultural areas,

•

such as the grape boycotts.

These local community churches

have also changed internally and structurally.

Not all of

tbe Barrio churches, as they are called, in the Spanishspeaking communities, follow the traditional Roman Catholic
philosophy.

Many Barrio churches have taken down the tra-

ditional crosses and saints, leaving only one or two of

•
•

them.

The priests do not dress in the traditional elaborate

attire which characterized the priest in the middle class
Catholic churches.
These recent changes have affected the attitudes
of the Chicano elderly.

Mrs. F. expressed to the researcher

her disapproval of the changes that have occurred in a local

•

Catholic church in the East Side of San Jose.

Her criti-

cisms were toward the breakdown of the traditional Catholic
customs.

•
•

·•

-

I have been living in San Jose for 20 years •
During that time I have been going to the Guadalupe
Church. I do not go as often as I used to. The
church has been changing very much and I do not
like it. They have taken down many of the saints
from the walls. The people who attend the church
dq not dress' respectfully. The women no longer
_.
wear dresses and veils. I still.attend this church
because I have faith in God and the Fathers in the
past·have been good to me.
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Mrs. F ... remained loyal to the Guadalupe Church
despite the charnges.

She lived in the West Side of San

Jose for five ~ ~ars and she would still go to the Guadalupe
Church ev~ry S~ nday.

She presently does not attend church

as often but w1h1:en she does go she attends the same church.
The trai.ditional customs and beliefs of the Catholic
Church were not as strong among the American born Anciano.
This was parti c ularly evident wmong male Ancianos.

Mr. B, a

66 year old Newr Mexican, who has been living in San Jose for
approximately 'ftwenty years, felt that the Catholic Church
was due for changes.

The changes he felt were needed

related to the Catholic Church's involvement in community
issues.

The Catholic Church in the past, Mr. B. claims,

"has done little to help the poor.

The Church's role in

the community has always been a one-way street where the
Church expected its followers to give and support it, while
in return gave nothing."

Mr. B. also stated, "I attend

church mainly be cause my wife goes.
have no faith i n God.

This does not mean I

I do not believe in having confes-

sions because I do not feel I have sinned, such as committing
adultery or murder."
Mr. B. attends the same community church as Mrs. G.
He feels this church is moving in a "right direction by
supporting the farm workers and the poor."
Public agencies, such as welfare, did not play a
significant ro l e in the lives of the Chicano elderly.
majority of t he respondents had little interaction with

The
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such institutions because, as one respondent remarked,
"There was no such thing as welfare fifty years ago."
Pride was evident among the Chicano elderly's
responses toward public assistance.

Mr. C. recalls an

incident in New Mexico sometime after the Depression:
I never received any type of welfare for my
family. My wife and nine children were never
without any food or shelter. There were times
when I was laid off from the mines, but I
managed to buy food and pay for the rent. I
took my sons with me to the Sundia Mountains
to cut trees and sell the wood in Albuquerque.
I remember one day an investigadora (social
worker) came to our ranch and asked us if we
needed food.
In those days they gave away
commodities, ,such as powdered milk and potatoes,
to poor people who could not afford to buy food.
I told the investigadora that my family did not need
the commodities because we had enough food to feed
the family. She was a nice Americana lady who
always tried to help the poor. She believed I
needed help because I had no job and nine children
in the family to feed.
Family
The role of the family was an important aspect in
the Chicano elderly's experiences in the past and in the
present.

In the previous discussion, the respondents dis-

played a loyalty to the family and made sacrifices to
support and maintain the family structure.

Mr. R., for

example, continually strived to improve his family's social
and economic conditions.

He was never separated for a long

period of time from his family of thirteen.

The family's

adjustment from a rural to an urban setting was indicated
by Mr. R.'s strong feelings about the need for his children
to learn to read and write.

Mr. C. consistently expressed
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his concern for his family's welfare.

His main priority

was to provide shelter and fo-od for his·· family.

Mr. C.

decided to take his family of nine to California when -the
mining jobs became scarce.

He felt by moving to California

he could improve his living conditions.

There was little

effect on family structure when Mr. C. brought his family
of nine,to San Jose.

San Jose during the 1940's could be

considered semi-rural because it was mainly an agricultural
valley.

•

So the change for Mr. C. 's family was not neces-

sarily from a rural to urban setting .
The Ancianos' present attitudes and feelings toward
the family structure (roles and child rearing) are primarily
traditional.

However, many of the Ancianos acknowledged

the fact that changes within the family were needed in
order to,,survive in .the United States, but they still did
not approve of it.
Ancianos coming from a rural background such as
isolated towns in Texas were more traditional than the

•

Ancianos who had been living in a urban setting for a longer
period of time.

For instance, Mrs. A., who recently moved

to San Jose from a small town in T~xas, frequently complained
about her grandson's inability to converse in Spanish.

Mrs.

A. has problems communicating with her grandchildren because
she does not·speak English very well.

She feels her

daughte-rs- and sons are at fault for not teaching their
children to Speak Spanish;

She comments::-

---

•
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•
•
•

My daughters' children talk very little Spanish.
She is very lazy for not teaching them to speak
Spanish. I taught her and my other children
how to speak Spanish, and it is their responsibility to teach their children."
Mr. M., originally from Arizona but living in San
Jose for the past thirty yea~s, is less critical:.
My grandsons speak very little Spanish. I do
not speak to them in Spanish very often because·
they do not completely understand me. I do not
expect them to speak Spanish because they are
learning English in school, which is very'
important.
'

Mrs. B., a 60 year old Mexican-born woman who has

•

•
•

been living in the United States for 40 years, provides
another perspective:.
When my sons were young children I would always
talke to them in Spanish, but it was no use because
they would go to school and learn English, forgetting
what I taught them.
Mrs. R. expressed a negative experience he had while:·
working in the railroad yards in Denver that made him
realize the importance of education and learning English •.--:
He commented: - ·

•

•
•

When I was young I was very ignorant because I did
not.know how to speak English. Many times it was
difficult for me to communicate with the patrones at·
work-, Th.e. Me.xiG.aiios. w.e.re. o.fte-E. c.a1le,d "d.Y,m.bMexicansu by the patrones because of this. This,
would make me very angry. Since then, I did not
want my children to be as ignorant as I was •
During the summer I would take my children to,
work ori the·ranches, but when the summer· was
over. I would move back to the city so they could
begin s~hool~.. ,
Mr. R. :further added that his, children eventual.l'y--~•
learned English but. they are still able to maintain- a., con:--.,-·
versation _in Spanish:~

•

. -~

•
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Many of the Ancianas were critical of the female

•

role within the Chicano family.

The Ancianas felt that

the young Chicana mothers were giving too nuch freedom and
not giving enough attention to their children.

•

This

attitude was especially true for Mrs. U:
My daughter's children never go home a£ter school.
They are in the streets and school grounds getting
into trouble. My grandchildren are not very disciplined because they do not obey their parents."
The children of my daughter's friends are also
muy mal criados. Do you know why the children
are this way? It is because the parents are
working and are not home to take care of their
children. My daughter and son-in-law work all
day and come home very tired. I tell my daughter
to quit work and stay home with the children.
But she says she, wants to help pay for the
house and buy new fu~niture.

•
•

Traditionally, the Chicano elderly have depended
-

on the extended family for emotional and economic support.
However, the family structure has been weakened due to
increasing urbanization.

•

family has diminished.

The Anciano's role within the
They no longer play a major role

in child-reariµg and religious training, but this does no~
indicate the Chicano elderly have no function within the

•

family.

Many of the' Ancianos stated that their' sons and

daughters visit.them frequently.

Their children respond to

problems and needs the Ancianos may have.

•

By the same

token, the Ancianos also have given consejos (advice) and
provided economic ·support when their children needed it.

•

-

•

All the Ancia:nos interviewed for thi's study were
economically independent and living with spouses or by themselves in apartments.

The Ancianos did not expect the{r
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children to sup port them economically because they did not
want to be a bu rden to them and they realize that many of
their children could not financially support them.

Chap te r IV

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMME NDATIONS
Summary
,

This study has attempted to coll ec t and depict th e
Chicano elderly 1 s experiences in the United States .

As

s tat ed, the data obtained from the Chica.no elderly were
categorized in four s ubj ec t areas:

1) immi gra tion and

migration, 2) economjc exp eriences, 3) institutional experiences, and 4) family.
The reasons for the Anciano migrating from Mexico
to the Unit ed States were explained by th e
ph e nomenon .

11

push" and "pul1"

The "pu s h" \•; a s prov id ed by econ omic inst abi li ty

th at existed in Mex i co during the first three decades.
Al so , the :Mexican rcvo lu t ion incli rec tl y in £1 u enced the
decision of the Mexican i mm i gr a n t to move to a mor e
p ea ceful environment.

Th e "pull" was provided by the need

for cheap labor by Ame ri ca n industry and agricultural
businesses.

The Anci a no born in New Mexico migrat e d to

California to seek social and economic i mpr ovement.

The

Tex a no respondents, on the othe r hand, mo ved to California
because they wanted to be closer to their children.

They

had more recently arrived in California than the New Mexican.
Thr ee life hi st ori es of the Chica no elderly in

,

this study were present e d to focus on their past economic
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1.----

. S2

experiences.

The primary reason :: ( ~, r external and internal

migration for the Chicano e lde rl,
social and economic situation.
expressed the desire to better

h,'

R . and Mr, C.

~!r.
t)1-,

tc to improve their

frequent l y

i r standa rd o:f living.

Mrs : G. perceiv ed herself as being he lpless in improving
h er e c on om i c s tat us b e c au s e o f

th t' 1 o s s o f he r two, h us bands .

Mr. R. and Mr. C. had experienced racial discrimination in their employment.

Mr. R. felt bitter when the

patrones bypassed him for promotion.
promoted the Anglo workers.

Instead, the patroT'~s

They considered Mr . R. to be

inferior because he did not know how to communicate 1n
English .
Mr. C. also observed injustices done to the Mexicanos
Accord i ng to Mr. C.,

working in the railroads and mines .

the Mexicans were ofte11 threatened to be deported to Mexlco
if they did not obey the orders of the E.a t rone ~.

After the

Gallup strike in New Mexico , Mr. C. had wit nessed the deportation of Mexicans.

This had influenced him to stay away

from participating in organizational activities .
In contrast to Mr. R. and Mr. C., Mrs. G. had no
negativci experiences with her employers.

The relationship

that Mrs. G. had with her employers was a good one.
complained very littl e about

}1er

She

pa s t economic situation .

In regard to institutions, th e church was the main
subject of discussion among the Chicano elderly.
elderly had diverse views towa r d the c hurch.
Anr~
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that were occurring in the local Barrio church.

The

Anciana mainly disapproved of the traditional saints being
taken down from the walls of the church.
-

Mr. B. had a different attitude toward the church's
role in the community.

He felt that the churches in the

past have not been responsive to the needs of the poor.
He approved of the Guadalupe Church's involvement and
support of the farm worker's plight.

Mr. B. 's ·opinions,

h~wever, were not necessarily shared by the other Chicano
elderly in the study.

Many of the Chicano elderly, especially

the female, were traditional in their religious beliefs.
I

Mr. B.'s attitudes may indicate a growing awareness among
the Chicano elderly toward the role of the Catholic Church
in the community.

The Chicano elderly's past experiences

with other social institutions were very minimal.

Several

of the Chicano elderly came from a rural background which
may explain their having little or no contact with public
agencies.

Pride was also common among the Chicano elderly.

One of the Ancianos had refused aid from a social
worker during the Depression.

Several AncianIBrelated to

the researcher that they were reluctant to retire from work
because they did not want to receive any assistance from
social security or welfare.
The family was the central theme among the Chicano
elderly's past experiences.
elderly

The families of the Chicano

remained intact despite the frequent mobility the

families experienced.

The Chicano elderly's family adjust-

•
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-

ments from a rural to urban setting were only indicated in
the case ~f Mr. R.'s family.

Mi. R. felt the need for his

children to gain an education.

Mr. R. saw education as a

means to ootain a secure and high paying job .

•

In general, most of the Ancianos still maintained
the traditional values toward the family.
.

•

They were

i

critical of their grandchildren's inability to speak in
Spanish.

The· Ancianos also disapproved of the working

mother'i role that many of their children and grandchildren

•

were assuming in the family.

However, despite the Ancianos'

criticism toward their children's and grandchildren's
\

I

acquisition of Anglo ·values, many o,f them realized the
changes were necessary to survive in the United States.
The Ancianos did not expect their children to economically
support them because the Ancianos did not want to be a

•

burden to their children .
Conclusions
Las nersonas de edad were very much aware of their

•

past economic conditions.

They never desired to be poor

and were continually
sear,<;:h,ing
...
.
poverty.

1:-@ 11'e5-0-lve- t}:1_.eir

s,t-a-te- l0£

They observed and even experienced discrimination

toward them and other Mexicans.

The· Ancianos in this study

reacted two different ways to the ~rejudices they experi1
j

enced.

•

They would either choose the path of accepting the

Anglo values, such as obtaining education to achieve equal
status with the Anglos, or the' Ancianos would avoid conflict

•
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with the Anglos.

This avoidance was due to witnessing

institutions oppressing organized efforts of the Mexicano~.
This was particularly true of Mr. C. 's experiences of the
Gallup strike.
The intent of this study was to document historical
experiences of the 'Chicano elderly.

However, the data

obtained from them was not entirely historical experience.
The Ancianos frequently discussed their present stituatiqns
I

sµch as their roles within the family or their present
attitudes toward the church.

The researcher believed this

added information was very importa~t to document.

Their

present attitude toward institutions and the family are the
reflection of their past experiences.

Also, documenting

the Ancianos' present attitudes, feelings, and beliefs
provided a body of knowledge which may assist social
programs in the delivery of services to the Ancianos.
In conclusion, the Chicano elderly's experiences,
aVtitudes, and feelings are unique to this study only.
Generalization to other Chicano communities must be taken
under extreme caution.

The diversity of experiences and

atti t udes were evident even among the Chicano elderly in
this research project.
Recommendations
Recommendations are a necessary component oif a
research endeavor such as this one.

The recommendations

provided by the researcher should be used only as a guide
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for planning and implementing delivery of social services to

•

Chicano elderly in Santa Clara County.
1.

If social programs are to be effective in delivery

of social services to the Spanish-speaking elderly, they
Ji2

must have staff personnel who are bilingual· and bicultural.
2.

The success of social programs that are providing

services to the Chicano elderly will depend on the staff's
attempt in achieving an interpersonal relationship level/
with the Chicano elderly.
3.

Historical experiences have indicated that they

had relatively little interaction with social institutions.
\t

This was partially due to pride am~ng the Chicano elderly
in accepting aid.

Thus, outreach should be considered a main priority
in social programs.

•

provide information about the programs' services which
will_ dispel any fears that the Chicano elderly may have.

·1

•

Effective outreach will initially

4.

Because of the diversity of experiences and

ittitudes among the Chicano elderly, it is essential that
the Chicano elderly be included in program planning of
delivery of services and program activities.

•

Their own

particular needs can only be expressed by them .
5.

A comprehensive information and referral

component is necessary if a social program is to adp.ress
I

to the total needs of the Spanish-speaking elderly.,. Staff
members should be cognizant ·of the resources available in
the community~

•

•-

•
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